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1. tJ.i!tf(.~ 44~jf-Z_-3Fl!~~\f-f< (discrete population growth) & 1!!:-1~ ~ ~4~;ff..z_l!~~ (continuous 

population growth) • 0'->J1j%.; tl:l :1: ~ -c Rtti!:!.Gk ,W- mds t- (Platalea minor) a!J~~4~;ff~-f<_~.t\. • 3t1t~ 

~10J!f!t~~:.ff.~tf-klfi (population growth rate) ~4}.*-it (parameters) (10%) 

2. t).~{.::.w~~!£~~~11~ • 3t-1Jt!£fm~~!Jfi5 (ecosystemfunction) a!J~J,!; • ~1t~10Jf:1t.4}.;ff-~1'Pf:J 

a!J .k+&~N~-tt-t-l-.~*-.1/J ~ (10%) 

3. Coral reefs and deep sea are discussed as the two most diverse marine communities on earth. Discuss 

which of these communities has the most total diversity, and justify your choice with a discussion of why 

and how diversity is greater in one ofthe communities. Of the communities mentioned above, discuss at 

least one ecological (biological/physical/geographical) or evolutionary hypothesis which has been proposed 

to explain the high diversity for each community. (10%) 

4. Suppose you are assigned to study the eco-physiology of a sea snake. Based on air, water/salt, and food 

supply, discuss your approaches including: What types of data will you be collecting, how may you acquire 

them and why these data are important for your research? (10%) 

5. Plants are often more physiologically challenging foods for animals than are other animals. Describe 

some of the challenges of eating plants. (1 0%) 

6. Explain what is meant by "life history characteristics" of seed plants, including a summary of the most 

important ones. Discuss how ecological, genetic and evolutionary properties and processes interact and 

contribute to variation in life history characteristics. (10%) 

7. Please illustrate the carbon cycle in terrestrial ecosystem; and following the journey of carbon, please 

explain how human activities have caused global warming and how climate change may alter terrestrial net 

primary production. (10%) 

8. Spatial configuration of biodiversity is a fundamental issue in ecology. A notable geographic pattern is a 

general decline of species richness along the latitude as one moves pole-ward. Please explain possible 

mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. (10%) 

9. In planning to study foraging behaviors and species interactions in a mountain area, what similar and 

different approaches you may take for (a) dragonflies and birds; and for (b) fishes living in a lake and in a 

stream, respectively (10%) 

10. Distinguish (a) scramble vs. contest competition; and (b) numerical vs. functional response of predators, 
· ~lv (10%) 


